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Ձጱ֢Ѻ֢ԅইՔӮኴړරദӨ౯ժӞ᩸ݪᙲکᶋଉឍଛᬯེᚆड़ᮀ᧗҅ضғḒݥܲق

Ӥ๋ᶮጱਹԏӞ҅ฎՋԍॶᦏতဳىӾ҅ଚೠᎸᑪ๗Ӿҁضᑇӷ҂ጱޫҘ

ᙲݪරദҁզӥᓌᑍᙲݪ҂ғҁᦲ҂౯ੜڥྲࣁᳩय़҅ᑀ੪ԭṼय़ҁUniversity

of Leuven҂ጱӫӱٌ҅Ӿَܲݘ̵ݥ߽᮷ฎ᯿ᥝጱ᧞ᑕ̶ᘒ80ଙդጱཾࣁ҅ײၖ

ԟᬮᤩஉग़Ո፡֢“ᔄ”ҁexotic҂̶౯ժᑀय़᮱ړጱᳵ᮷ࣁਫḵਰҁlanguage

lab҂ଶᬦ҅୩۸ङᦒሿդฦ᭗ᦾ̶୮ᆐ҅ᬯฎᆧᕞഩൎሿդጱᥝᬦᑕ҅֕Ԟޱ፳य़

ᰁጱྒᦕᏝᙧ̶ᬯ҅ݘդ౮ԅ౯ժ෫ᘱ෭ଉጱᕷ֯ᥴយ҅ࢩԅࣁԟ๗ᳵ౯ժݢզᴅӨᦎ

ᦞๅṛᕆጱᒍ҅ଚᎸᑪٌӾጱ̶ٖಅզ౯ೠࣁय़ࢥץๅग़ጱَݘ҅ݥܲଚඐٟԧӞ

ᓤىԭӳ߽ਹሴ꧌ጱᑀླӱᦞ̶

I grew up in Belgium and did my undergraduate studies in sinology at the Universityof Leuven

where history, classical Chinese and philosophy were an important aspectof the curriculum. Back

then, in the 1980s, studying Chinese at University wasstill considered ‘exotic’ by many in Europe.

Most of our time as undergraduateswas spent in a language lab doing intensive training in modern

Mandarin. Thiswas of course necessary to gain a high proficiency in modern Chinese, but italso

meant a great deal of rote learning. Classical Chinese was an excellentanti-dote to this daily

routine, since we could read and discuss more advancedtexts and engage their contents. So I

opted to do more classical Chinese andhistory in my senior years and wrote an undergraduate

dissertation about theEastern Han philosopher Wang Chong.

ԏ᧞ץդԞฎ౯ժӾጱݘդ߽ํಅԧᥴࠩ~ٌਫ҅ԟݘ੪Ӿײғܻᮎݥܲق

Ӟ҅ᦏᦜग़Ӿኞ᮷ᶋଉ१ዢޫ̶

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂ጱᏟ҅ݘդฎᶋଉํጱ҅ӧᬦԞᦏ౯Ӿ߽᩼᩼ఽي᪁̶ݸ҅

୮౯឴ॹᰂଚڹஃݣკय़߽ᔮԟጱ҅ײ౯੪ᤩ๗Ӿᭁ֘ԧ̶౯ᥧቘᥴӾమ

๋অጱېဩ੪ฎᎸᑪӾ߽ՈమጱॽचӨ୵౮๗ҁԞ੪ฎضᑇӷ҂̶ླӱԏ҅ݸ౯ڻکධ

ܗॊ̶֖ڻय़ํᎸᑪ๗ӾጱఊԋփᕹӨӿጱࢶԡḅᩒრ҅ᛔᆐ౮ԅԧ౯يڹض᪁

ጱᖅ̶ࣁ౯ܗ๗ᳵ҅ݷਹṼఢӞތॕ२ྋݳࣁ̽ڻӾݘդ̾ݥҁڻय़ڊᇇ

ᐒ҅1999ଙ҂̶ಅզڻࣁጱ҅طԭ౯ᬯํபԭጱଙᘏ᧔҅ฎᶋଉեՈᄶۖጱ̶

ኧਹṼఢӞތॕ२ݳᖫጱ̽ڻӾݘդ̾ݥ



୮ᆐ҅ᮎ᯾ᬮํᕅቴᎸᑪಅ̶ڻࣁय़ԡ҅౯๋ᔲୟጱڰ੪ฎ֢ԅӞݷኞ҅ࣁᕅቴ

ҁJoseph Needham҂ᶎڹԆ೮ӞེᔜᎸᦎտ̶ଛᬩጱฎ҅՜ጱݍḇᶋଉ࠺ἩᛩՈஞ̶

୮౯ᛔ૩ጱᴭশըҁMark Edward Lewis҂ҁሿձරԭේᐰय़҂ԞྋࣁඐٟӞᔮىํڜ

๗Ӿጱڠ̶֢౯உឍଛᚆӨᬯԍग़ւय़ጱᘏᘌوԪ̶

And then of course, there was the Needham ResearchInstitute. My most nervous moment as a

student in Cambridge was to present atext reading seminar in front of Joseph Needham.

Fortunately, he was verygracious and encouraging in his feedback. My own teacher and supervisor

at thetime, Mark Edward Lewis (now at Stanford) would go on to write a series ofseminal books on

early China. I was privileged to be in the good company of somany great scholars and teachers.

፡ํঅጱ҅ޚӨᘌጱֵ๋ᕣᩳӤԧԏ᪠ጱᬃڹғܻฎํᬯԍग़սᐹጱݥܲق

ԟሾहӨག፥ጱฎᶋଉቊᩃޫѺᮎ౯ժ᧨᧨ԏࣁڹӾڊᇇጱ֢҅މӾݘդᷣ

ᇔӨۖᇔጱي᪁ݢզ᧔ࣁਹӾᇿӞଁ҅ᘏժ᮷உ๗இՈጱᥴᒼ~̽ࣁ๗Ӿጱᷣᇔ̵

ᐦᐓࣀᨲ̾Ӿ҅ᦊԅਤරᕪၧӨጯনጱኞၚฎ௳௳ፘىጱ̶ݢզᓌܔՕᕨӞӥ҅ԅՋԍਤරᕪ

ၧݘࣁդӾᬯԍ᯿ᥝހҘ

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂୮ᆐဌᳯ̶᷌ሠᐦฎ๗ӾਤරӾ๋᯿ᥝጱၚ̶ۖᐦᐓ۱ೡݱᐿӳᥜጱሠᐦ҅ྲ

ইۖᇔ̵ᷣᇔӨٌ՜ᇔ҅ߝᬯᵱᥝӞӻ॔ጱᕟᕢෆӻਥء᮱ᳪጱਥާӫᳪԅᬯԶըୗ׀ଫ

ᇔᩒ̶ੜਹꁿጱᐦᐙըୗ҅کਹᕆጱፐय़ᐦَ҅ԅᐦᐓၚۖᨯሠێᰁጱԎۓߥԧᐒտጱݱӻ

ᴤ੶̶ഝ౯ԧᥴ҅ݘդӾᕪၧฎग़ᐿԻฃ֛ᔮጱᕮ̶ݳդত҅੪ํӞᐿᰁ۸ጱ̵ࠟӱጱ

Ԟ᭜੪ԧᶋଉฦ᭭ጱᐑᇔᕪၧ̶ۓᐦᐓጱԎݶᤈဩጱᕅ̶֕ฎ҅ݑԻฃොୗ҅ᬯԶԻฃߝࠟ

̶ىᔮํىᘏԏᳵጱݑᘒฎӨୌᒈᩪӨ҅ىጱᇔᨶհ꧊෫ߝᐑᇔᕪၧӾ҅ԻฃӨਫᴬࠟࣁ

ᐿԎӤ᧔҅ᬯԶଘᤈᕪၧࣁ୮Քय़ग़හᐒտӾׁᆐਂ̶ࣁ

No Problem. The offering of sacrifice was thesingle most important practical aspect of early

Chinese religion. Sacrifice isabout the offering of goods (animals, food, objects) and this required

asophisticated organization and a whole bureaucracy of officials whose sole taskit was to provide

supplies for these rituals. The obligation to contribute tosacrifices also affected every level of

society, from the small households wholooked after their own ancestors, to the grand ceremonies

֖ԭڻय़ጱᕅቴᎸᑪӾஞ



at the level of thestate. As I understand it, the Chinese economy in pre-modern times, was

acombination of multiple systems of exchange. There was, from Han times onwards,a quantitative

and commercial way of trading goods, and these transactions wereregulated by administrative law.

But, alongside this, there was also a veryextensive gift economy resulting from ritual obligations. In

a gift economy,transactions are not so much concerned with the material value of the actualgood,

but they are all about establishing relationships between the giver andthe recipient. In a way, these

parallel economies continue to exist in mostsocieties today.

ሿդᐒտՖฎᶋࣁႮᬱጱ۸ԏӞ҅ߥᘏ૪ᕪ౮ԅӾݸᘒ҅ىғᐦᐓᆐӨᐑᇔᕪၧํݥܲق

ଉଉᥠጱ҅ᬯӞᅩᦏ౯ఽᥧஉํ~᧗ᳯᚆވᓌܔՕᕨӞӥᐦᐓӨӻՈጱىᔮޫҘࣁ๗Ӿᷣ҅

ᇔጱ̵֢ګၾᘙӨԻഘ҅զ݊ਤරᐦᐓӾጱᷣᇔᐦᐓᤈԅ҅ӨӻՈጱץِํՋԍىᔮހҘ

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂୮౯ժᴅᬯྦྷ๗ጱਁ҅౯ժᚆड़ڊӞӻႴศጱᕮᦞ——ݘࣁ�դӾ҅

இᷣᇔᷣᷴጱாଶฎ٬ਧӞӻՈฎِץํވጱӞ᮱پ̶ړԒಅํ፥ਫਂࣁጱᐟᦾӾጱࣀՈ᮷ᤩ

ෆ՜ժጱ̶ᷴᷣ᧣۸ݒኮԅํᥢጱ̵ᷴᷣӧᬦଶනᕒܴངᩒრ҅զ݊ᵋਊᜓጱሾڰ

ৼ੪ฎӞӻஉঅጱֺৼ̶̽ࣁᦞ̾Ӿ҅౯ժݎሿ՜ဳړ܈᯿ᷣᇔጱᨶᰁҁᦅই՜ӧտളݑ

ᘏړՁӧෛẌጱᷣᇔ҂̵ӧනᕒҁԡӾޞᦫ౯ժৼݢզӞෆॠࡆᯌ҅֕ӧտᯩࡆ҂̶ݶጱ҅

ᬯጱӞᐿᦊᎣ҅ᮎ੪ฎ“�Ոํ፳ᥢ̶ᷴᷣԏ҅๗ӾޱِଉԞץਹጱփᕹӾ҅᭲ࣁ

ইٌᷣ”——ଘᤍ᧯ጱᷴᷣݢզֵஞଘᤍ̶ݶጱ᭲ቘᭇአԭਤරၚۖғզᷣᇔጱᨶҁဌํ᧣

զե՜ժஞ҅ଚਞಱ՜ժጱᅎṯ̶ݢض॒ቘጱ҂ሠᐦᕳᐙ̵ޱ

When we read texts of this period, it is quite clear that attitudes towardsfood and dining in ancient

China were part of what it meant to be a cultivatedperson. Virtually all sages, real and mythical, at

some point are characterizedas people who have an organized diet, who never overindulge or

exploitresources, and who know to adapt their diet to the cycle of the seasons.Confucius is a nice

example of this. In the Analects, we encounter him assomeone who demands quality (e.g. he

would not accept or share food that was nolonger fresh) while also never overindulging (he could

drink all day withoutgetting drunk, we are told). Likewise, in the Daoist tradition, cultivating thebody

often meant regulating its intake of food. In short, there was aperception in early China that “we are

what we eat” and that a balanced andharmonious diet produces a balanced body and mind. The

same applied inreligious practice: sacrificing in essence meant feeding the ancestors and,thereby

keeping them happy and appeasing them.

ӳᡡՃऽࢿڊኮ؟ᎹॅኮӾጱᷴࢶ



ᦫ౯ժᷴᷣᥢฎӞӻޞਹ۸Ԟحጱփᕹ۸ӾጱᏟᶋଉ᯿ᥝ̶ইྌ፡҅Ӿࣁғᷴᷣݥܲق

Ոํِץጱ֛ሿ҅ӧՐՐฎ֛ํፅ॒҅Ԟฎᛔ᭲ጱץᅫ̶ᴻྌԏक़҅“ۖᇔ”Ԟฎզஃ

֢Ӿڊ॔ݍሿጱԆ᷌҅ᘒᬯٌࣁ՜Ꮈᑪ᯾ฎړ܈ᗓᥠጱ҅ᮎԍԅՋԍտ๗Ӿጱ“ۖᇔ”ఽ

᪁ޫҘ“ۖᇔ”ጱᎸᑪ᧔҅ԅՋԍইྌ᯿ᥝҘي

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂୮౯ԟӾ߽҅ե౯ܦႮڰጱӞᅩฎӾՈጱమḒضᘸᆌՈᔄᐒտҁ“զ

Ոԅ”҂҅ᘒᛔᆐӮኴጱي᪁҅റᔱᛔᆐጱۖܩ᮷ݝฎڥۑጱҁ᭲රԞᦜฎӞӻᇙֺ҂̶

ํӞᐿԆၞ᧔ဩฎݘդӾՈဌํݘ؟դᚠՈᮎ୵౮ۖᇔᎸᑪ̶֢ᬯดᆐஉեՈᵵ

చ҅ӧᬦ౯ᬯӞᥴஉӧჿ҅ࢩԅᮎӻ๗ጱݘᔁӾٌਫํஉग़ىԭᶋՈᔄӮኴጱמ௳̶౯

ፘמԧᥴᐒտఽݑᛔᆐӮኴጱොୗ҅ฎᦶ݄ቘᥴਙጱഠஆ̶ਫᴬӤ҅౯ժۖᇔጱாଶ҅ๅग़ฉ

ԧՈ҅ᘒӧฎۖᇔ̶ᘒ୮ᬮဌํձ֜Ӿ҅ᥜොጱᘏᎸᑪᬦᬯӻԆ᷌Ҕ౯ᥧᬯฎ

Ӟӻ᯿य़ጱᄋ҅ಅզٟԧӞىԭۖᇔጱԡ̶ᬯ૪ᕪฎԫ܈ଙڹጱԪఘԧ̶ݶӮኴ૪ౌౌࣁ

ىইՔ҅ۖᇔᎸᑪ૪ᕪ౮ԅԧՈӨᐒտᑀӾᶋଉၚጱᎸᑪᶾऒ҅ଚӬๅग़Ӿक़ᘏত̶ݒ

ဳᶋՈᔄӮኴਙӨӾమԏᳵጱىᔮ̶ইຎ౯ժమԧᥴ౯ժই֜զ݊ԅ֜ᵅف୮ڹጱኞாܧ

҅ᮎԍӥӞդᘏܲݥጱଶਭᥤӾՈᛔᆐӮኴጱாଶਖ਼ݒଉ᯿ᥝ̶ݶ᯿ᥝጱฎ҅

౯ժզӞᐿฃԭቘᥴጱොୗඐٟᒍ҅զֵᮎԶӧӧᕪଉׁᩢෛಸ᭲ԧᥴӾጱᥜොᘏ҅

զቘᥴӾփᕹጱӞԶच̶ڞٵ

When I studied Chinese philosophy, it was always impressed on me thatChinese thought focuses

first and foremost on human society (զՈ傶) and that an interest in the natural world, withthe

exception perhaps of the Daoist tradition, was the exception or thatmotives in exploring nature in

China were merely utilitarian. It is indeedstriking that, for instance, the ancient Chinese never

developed a zoologicalliterature on the level of, say, the ancient Greeks. Yet, I was

alwaysdissatisfied with this explanation as Chinese texts of the period are full ofinformation about

the non-human world. I was convinced that the ways in whichsocieties perceive the natural world is

an excellent measure to understandthem; indeed our attitudes towards animals tell us more about

humans than animals!Both Chinese and Western scholars at the time did not write about it but I

feltthis was a gaping omission. So I wrote a book about it. That was nearly twentyyears ago. In the

meantime, the world has changed. Animal studies now havebecome a buoyant field within the

humanities and social sciences and morescholars, in China and in the West, are now focusing on

the study of thenon-human world and its relationship to Chinese thinking. If we wish tounderstand

how and why we have arrived in the current ecological crisis, itwill be incredibly important that the

next generation of scholars examineChinese attitudes towards the natural world from a historical

perspective. Itis also very important that we write about it in an accessible way so thatWestern

readers, who often have to rely on short-term journalism, can beintroduced to some of the basic

paradigms of the Chinese tradition.



ጱ᪗փᕹ۸҅ᘒᬪӨӾጱଶԧᥴӾفӫӱ̵Ⴎےғॡස֫ԧѺֵᥜොᘏๅݥܲق

ᐶ̵ٺᥴӨ؇ᥠฎӞᶱԎ᯿य़ጱձ̶ۓӤ᧔҅֒Ԓݻԭਖ਼ᛔᆐᑀᣟف๗Ӿ

Ҙހጱ۸ӨਤරᎸᑪ҅ᬯጱᑀොဩํՋԍս۠

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂ಅ᧲“ᑀ”ࣁ౯፡ฎӞӻᤩᄂአጱ̶౯᧔҅ᶋᑀጱଶᎸ

ᑪૡ֢پԒฎӧݢᚆጱ҅ଚӬ౯ժӾय़᮱ړՈ᮷ฎᛔᆐ̵ᛔֵݎአᬯᐿොဩ̶ձ֜మᥝԟᶋ

࿆෧ጱกܲݥ๗ጱՈ҅ࣁڊᳯ᷌ጱײ᮷տݑᆧఀጱӞᳪᑀሾह̶ݎސಅզ҅౯ᦊԅ

ԪྲᎸᑪૡ֢ጱ๋অොဩฎ҅ӫဳԭӧ߽ݶփᕹҁᑀ҂ڊጱᳯ᷌҅ᘒᶋധفӻᐒտ

ӻՈᇙਧᳯ᷌ಅᕳڊᒼໜጱᭁ᯾̶

“Interdisciplinarity” is a term which, in my view, is used and abused toomuch. For me it is almost

impossible not to work from an interdisciplinaryperspective and most of us do this almost naturally

or spontaneously. Anybodywho studies a civilization or period in history that is not one’s own

willapproach the subject through questions inspired by a discipline or context oneis familiar with.

The best way in my view to engage in comparative work is tofocus on the questions that are asked

in different philosophical traditions (andindeed disciplines) rather than be side-tracked by the

labyrinth of answerseach society or individual gives to a specific question.

חӞԶ᭗֢ڠ҅ԞտݶԭᎸᑪӨරጱێᛘࣁғᶋଉఽᨀጱᥴᒼѺ౯ժᎣ᭲҅ݥܲق

ጱܲݥԡᔁ҅ᘒᬯᔄܲݥᇔԭݻᘏฦ݊ܲํݥᶋଉ᯿ᥝጱ֢አ̶݄ଙവڊጱ᭗ݥܲח֢

̽Ӿጱమғৼکଭӟ̾ՔଙԞਖ਼ࣁӾᳯӮ҅ᚆ᪙य़ਹړՁӞӥԪय़ռ֢ٟܲݥӨ

ٟ֢ํՋԍӧހݶҘٟ֢๗ᳵ҅ํ᭬ᥠᬦՋԍ་ಋጱᳯ᷌ހ?

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂ԅय़ռᘏٟԡฎٍํጱ҅֕ਙԞݢզଃय़ጱࢧಸ̶౯ԏಅզٟ̽Ӿ

ጱమ̾҅᮱ࢩܻړฎፓڹ૱ᶎӤဌํӞݢզݻᥜොጱଙᘏ҅ᥜොلռՕᕨӾ߽ጱच

ᏐᎣᦩጱԡᔁ҅౯ྌఽړ܈کဖӹҔๅ᯿ᥝጱฎ҅ဌํӞԡޞᦫᥜොᘏ҅ᬯԶమฎই֜໑

༙ԭӾ୮ጱᐒտ҅ଚӞਧᑕଶӤߥ୮Քᐒտጱ̶य़ग़හፘىԡᔁԭڡᘏ᧔ॡᬦ

ҁӬӧݢ҂҅ॡቜᏦӬचԭೕەጱᎸᑪ̶౯᭬کጱԆᥝᳯ᷌ฎᏟכᛔ૩֢ٟࣁӧտᦕ౯ጱ

ᘏฎ᧡̶ᦠگጱฎ҅୮ᘏӞᳪᑀጱԧᥴ᩼ग़҅੪᩼ᵙአᓌ၄ፗളጱොୗඐٟᧆᑀጱ

ᒍ҅ࢩԅ՜ժฎమ᧔ॡग̶़ಅզଫᧆع෫ջྊጱᚕဳᬚᦞ҅ଚᦶᅫڊᘏᦊԅ՜ժ

ଫᧆݓᬿӾکጱӳᥜ̶

Writing a book for ageneral readership is challenging but it can be tremendously rewarding. I

wroteChinese Thought partly because I was frustrated that there was no book outthere on the

market that would introduce young readers and the general public inthe West to some of the

basics of Chinese philosophy and, most importantly, howthese ideas were embedded in society,

back then, and also, to some extent, inthe present day. Most books are either too scholarly (and

unreadable) for thenon-initiated public, or they are too trivializing and based on bad research.The

main problem I encountered was to ensure I never forgot who my readershipwas while I was

writing. Ironically, the more one knows about a subject as anacademic, the more difficult it often is

to write about it in a succinct anddirect way since one always wants to say too much. So one

should avoid endlessfootnotes and scholarly debates and try to distill what you think the

readershould take away from your narrative.

ܻᇇ̽ݘդӾጱۖᇔӨᅎ̾ԡ



ധԡᤢ”ᵙग़ԧ̶“ᕍܔᦖกጮӞկԪఘྲฃח᭗ײғጱᏟ҅ํݥܲق

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂ฎጱ̶ਖ਼౯ժྯॠ᮷ֵአጱ༷ஷҁ᭲҅࿈҅ᴢᴡᒵ҂ᥴ᯽ᕳᮎԶ๚ލ᧔ᬦᬯԶ

ጱՈ҅ྲٟದᒍๅࢯᵙ̶٬ਧਖ਼ߺԶٖԡӾڼᴻ҅ᘒᶋࢡೡٌӾ҅ԽᶋฃԪ̶ਖ਼ྌᔄ

ԡᔁᥤԅӻՈᥤጱݓᬿԞฎกฬጱ؉ဩԏӞ̶ᘒ౯ݻᘏՕᕨӾమጱොୗ҅տ᪙ٌ՜֢ᘏጱ

؉ဩᶋଉӧ҅ݶ౯ጱ᯿ᅩනࣁԧ౯ԫ֟܈ଙර̵ᦖ᧞զ݊ӨލռԻ᧨ᬦᑕӾݎሿጱํጱԆ

౯๕ྲ̶ێۖᚉጱ፥ྋ֢ٟݥܲח՜ժӤᦶḵฎ౯ᦶ᭗ࣁक़҅ኞଚਖ਼మဩݚ̶᷌

ᥜොᘏๅᆧఀԡ᯾ᶎٖጱӾᘏ҅տཻࡅᬯ“क़᮱”ଶᥡӾփᕹጱԡ̶

To explain concepts that we use every day (Dao, qi, yinyang, etc) tosomeone who has never heard

of them can be more difficult than writing atechnical article. Deciding what one should leave out of

a book, rather thanwhat to include, is also not always easy. It is also wise to think of suchbooks as

a personal account. The way I introduce Chinese thought to my readerswill be very different from

how other writers do this. My emphasis is on topicsand themes I personally have found fascinating

over my 20 years of teaching andlecturing undergraduates and speaking to audiences. Teaching

students andtrying ideas out on them is the real lifeline and motivation for me to attemptsuch

writing. I hope that Chinese readers, who will of course be more familiarwith some of the language

and content than English readers, will enjoy the bookas an “external” or “outside” look at their own

tradition.

᪁يጱᘏӞਧտᬯԡஉఽӾמଉӿጱ౮ຎ҅౯ፘݐғᛗՔ෭҅ၹक़૪ݥܲق

2019ଙPenguinڊᇇᐒവڊጱ̽Ӿጱమғৼکଭӟ̾



ጱѺᦏ౯ժࢧ୭֢҅މԅڻय़ጱশӨय़ռᘏጱ҅؟؍ฎވ᪙य़ਹ᭐ᶂӞӥፓ

ӨᶱፓޫҘݻጱᎸᑪොڹ

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂౯ፓڹྋٟࣁӞىԭӾݘդ١ӱই߽֜ߥလమጱԡ̶ ፘྲԭՈ̵

ਥާꂀጱӮኴ҅౯Ӟፗฦ᭗ՈӨᬔ۪۞֢ᘏጱኞၚๅఽي᪁̶եՈ፳ᭁጱฎ҅ىԭӾݘդ

ࢶӨࡎԧӿጱᵌ׀ਹ߽Ө١ጱ༷ஷӨਫ᪢ҁֺইᘗᇞ̵ᴻក̵რᓕቘᒵ҂ԅӾࢿ

፳౯ժ҅ᘒӬᬮय᭜ԧ౯ժጱᖌොୗ҅ಅզ౯మറߥ֛Ӥࣁ౯ժጱᛔᆐวᛘӨሾहӧՐ̶؟

ᔱ١࿆ጱӮኴই֜ݎސԧᮎԶᥡӨᓕቘ١࿆ԏՈጱమ̶

I am currently writing abook on how agriculture influenced philosophical and political thought

inancient China. I have always been more interested in the lives of ordinary andhard-working

people rather than the world of literati, officials and the court.It is fascinating to discover that

concepts and practices on the fields andfarms of ancient China (such as the use of the plow,

weeding, water management,etc.) have provided a rich treasure of metaphors and images

Chinesephilosophers could draw on. Our landscape and environment not only influence

usphysically, it also shapes how we think. So I want to explore how the world ofthe farmer inspired

the thinking of those who were observing and managing them.

ጱᘳӱҁࠟՈ̵١࿆҂ጱᐒտလݶᐒտӾӧሿᬪଙӞፗ๗Ӿݎғຎᆐইྌ҅౯ݥܲق

֢አஉఽي᪁҅ᬮݎᤒԧӞԶᦞ҅۱ೡ̽١࿆ӨࠟՈጱᦩ୵ா̾(2015)Ө̽ᥜ١ӱӨࠟ

ӱమ̾(2020)[p1] ҅ࣁᬯԶᎸᑪӾ๋य़ጱݎሿฎՋԍҘփӮሠӾጱൈᬿֺ҅ইݥᦕ̵ԡฎ

Ҙڦ܄፥ፘํஉय़ጱݥӨܲވ

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂౯ᬯᶱૡ֢Ӿ឴ጱ๋᯿ᥝጱරᦒฎ҅ࣁᎸᑪݘդᐒտ҅ܲݥਹړ܄ࣁᦩ

୵ாӨሿਫਫ᪢ଫ໒क़ੜஞ̶Ӿᕪၧమጱय़ग़හൈᬿޞᦫ౯ժ҅حࣁਹጱӮኴᥡӾ҅ࠟՈ

ᤩᮻᥤ҅ᘒ١࿆ᘏڞᤩ᭲ک܋ᐒտጱᶮᒒ̶౯ժᬮᤩޞᎣ҅ݘࣁդӾྯ҅ӻՈ᮷ࣙਝᛔ

૩ጱᘳӱ҅ᘒဌํݶّහӱ̶֕ᬯԶ᮷ᬦړᓌ۸ԧܲݥሿਫ̶ԈӞӻֺৼ҅ᑇতጳദԨ١࿆Ӟ

٬ԭՈժݐஉय़ᑕଶӤࣁᬯԶ᧔ဩਫᴬӤᥝ॔ग̶़ᬯ҅”ګጱ“ಅํ”҅ᘒࠟՈᤩ“ಪࢿࣘ

“ಅํ”ጱਧԎ҅Ԟଚӧᚆᥴ᯽๗ଂ๗૱ࠟӱጱ̶᩸يᘒ౯ժଫᧆڊጱ໐ஞᳯ᷌

ฎ҅ԅՋԍӾࣁಅ᧲ጱᦶࢶᨺ֗ࠟՈጱ“حਹ”ᦩ୵ாᙧวӥ҅ܩᚆड़౮ԅӮኴӤ๋ग़۸زጱࠟ

ӱᐒտԏӞҘ

 My most important lesson from this work is thathistorians ought to be very careful in distinguishing

ideology from actualpractice when studying ancient societies. Most accounts of Chinese

economicthought tell us that, in the Confucian view of the world, merchants weredespised whereas

farmers and scholars were elevated to the top of moralsociety. We are also told that in ancient

China, everyone stuck to theirprofession and people did not multi-task. These are gross over-

simplications ofhistorical reality. To give you one example, the idea that Qin Shihuangdigranted the

peasant “ownership” over a plot of land, or that merchants were“suppressed” (᯿١ಪࠟ) is far

morecomplex. Much of this depends on how one defines “ownership”, it also does notexplain the

rise of markets and commercialisation during the early empires. Thecore question we should ask is

why China has been able to turn itself into oneof the most versatile mercantile societies in the

world against the backgroundof a so-called “Confucian” ideology that allegedly tried to give

դኮ؟Ꮉᇆ



world against the backgroundof a so-called “Confucian” ideology that allegedly tried to give

merchants abad name?

ᒼໜ҅౯ժଫ୮ٵጱຽکӾ᧞ࣁԅᑇ๖“᯿١ಪࠟ”ฎ౯ժࢩ҅᷌ғᬯ፥ฎӞӻஉํ᪁ጱݥܲق

ٍ॓ᇿᒈᎸᑪӨᘍጱᚆ҅ێറᔱਥොݓᬿզक़ጱ፥ፘ̶֕ԭஉग़Ո᧔҅ᛔԆᎸᑪӾݘդݥ

๋य़ጱᵑᏥ੪ฎ“ӧ᭗”̶ᦜग़ՈᦊԅᴅݘդฎӞկນᆳ҅ଚӬஉᵙጱԪఘ̶֢ԅᆧᕞഩൎ

Ҙހդጱᶋྮᘏ҅ᚆᕳ՜ժӞԶୌᦓݘ

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂౯ᦊԅဌํྲሿࣁๅঅጱറᔱݘդᐒտጱ҅ײզ݊ਙժই॒֜ቘᮎԶՖߥ፳౯

ժ୮ՔӮኴጱᳯ̶᷌ጱᏟ҅ᴅݘᔁᵱᥝṛଘጱᚆ̶ێᬯஉᜰᳵ҅֕ฎත឴ܩฎय़

ጱғྯଙࣁӾෛࢿڊጱᓌሠ᮷ݢզֵ౯ժๅԧᥴ୮ጱᐒտ̶୮౯ժ᮷ᶎԁᘍᡤ୮ڹᳯ᷌Ө

ᶼၥ๚ᩳݻጱܴێ҅“ݘՈՖࣁ౯ժᬟ”ጱԪਫҁ؟౯ᬯጱՈᬮىٟࣁԭ՜ժጱԡᔁ҂Ӟਧ

ฎޱ፳ᬯԶݘՈጱమٍํ೮ԋጱىᘶ҅ଚইՔጱ౯ժՖٍํޕࣁ̶ێ౯ժኞၚጱդ҅

ଙՈጱဳقێ᮷ᘸᆌࣁᎨמӨᐒԻড়֛ӤҔಅํጱמ௳᮷ڹԅ౯ժၾ۸౮ԧ“Ӟݗᚆࠝധ”ጱ

Ꭸᦔ̶ᘒฮ؊ᬯᐿ෭ଉ̵ࣖӥᴅᬯԶսᗦවӾጱᭁՈᥡᅩय़ᚏ̵ஞ଼؋Өଛᐰ᮷ฎํፅ

ጱ̶ᬯݢᚆฎӞӻᴯᄂ᧣҅֕ӧᓕই֜ਙ᮷ฎྋᏟጱғইຎӧളݑᬦ݄ጱᕪḵమ҅ӞӻՈ੪

ӧٍ॓ԧᥴᥴ٬୮ڹᳯ᷌ጱᚆ̶ێইຎ౯ժἩۜՔॠಅํጱଙՈ݄౮ԅտᦇ̵ᱷᤈਹࠟ

Ո҅౯ӧᐬᔱกॠਖ਼ኧ᧡රᙙ౯ժጱৼ̶

There has never been abetter time to explore how ancient societies dealt with issues and

problemsthat still affect our contemporary world. It is true that one needs a goodlevel of linguistic

competence to read ancient texts, which takes times, butthe rewards are immense: every year new

manuscript texts are discovered inChina that teach us more about society at the time. While we

are all underpressure to think about the present and speculate about the future, the factthat the

ancients are still with us (and people like myself write books aboutthem) must mean that some of

these ideas have an enduring relevance and appealto us. We live in a time where the

concentration levels of our young people arelimited to one-line text-messages and social media; all

information is digestedfor us in “bitesize” messages. It is good for the brain, human health,

andone’s happiness, to pause and to sit down and engage with fascinating ideasformulated in

beautiful prose. It may be a cliché, but a true one nevertheless:without being open to experiences

and ideas from the past, one is less wellequipped to understand and solve problems in the

present. If we encourage allour youngsters of today to become accountants, bankers, or

businessmen, I dreadto think who will be teaching their children tomorrow.

Ө౯ժᶎᶎԻၞ̶҅౯ժԞஉ๗இӾݶѺၠ܁ፅݑՁ҅౯ժړғᶋଉఽᨀጱݥܲق

զڹᬦӾހҘ ӾํՋԍܦႮڰጱԪఘހҘ

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂Ꮈզ҅౯ྯଙ᮷տӾӞکӷ̶ེ౯ӞፗஉཻࡅӨӾݶԪᘱᘱᬪ̶٭୮

ᆐ҅౯ጱૡ֢Ԟտଃ౯݄Ӿے݇տᦓӨԻၞၚ̶ۖੱᓕํᘶᗑጱ֕҅ڥ౯ྯེ۹کՂ᮷

տࣁԡମ᯾இپॠ̶౯Ԟํஉग़ࣁӾኞၚૡ֢ጱ๏̵ኞ̶ಅզ॰ௗጱฎֵ҅ܨ౯ࣖڻࣁ

ጱلېໟݸᶎ҅౯Ԟฎᥧᛔ૩ጱӞ᮱ړᬮࣁӾ̶

I have been visiting Chinaonce or twice a year since my days as a graduate student. I always

enjoycatching up with my Chinese colleagues and my job of course takes me toconferences and

academic exchanges. Despite the convenience of the internet, Istill find myself spending days in

bookshops whenever I am in Beijing. I alsohave many friends and former students who live and

work in China. So,strangely, I always feel part of me is in China, even when I sit behind my deskin

Cambridge.

᪁̶ي᮷տஉఽஉग़ᘏ๏מҘ౯ፘހӻԡମߺཻ݄ࡅ۹Ղ๋ࣁᦫय़ਹޞғॡ༉ԧѺᚆݥܲق

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂้ᕪฎӣᘶԡମ҅ᶌᬪᗦḅᤋҁݢఠӤེ౯݄ጱײྋࣁᳮମᘉץ҂Ҕ୮ᆐᬮํ



ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂้ᕪฎӣᘶԡମ҅ᶌᬪᗦḅᤋҁݢఠӤེ౯݄ጱײྋࣁᳮମᘉץ҂Ҕ୮ᆐᬮํ

۹य़ෟᬟጱӡࣀԡੴ̶

It used to be the Sanlianshudian, near Meishu guan jie(which, alas, was closed for renovation last

timeI was there); and of course Wansheng near Beida.

ժ۹ՂԞํෛጱ۹Ղጱᘏ๏ࣁԧ~ ӧࣀզ݄๖ݢՁѺᬯޮ౯ժ੪ړғᶋଉఽᨀጱݥܲق

ොܜԧѺ֕ฎ҅ഝ౯ಅᎣ҅ኧԭጱᒫԫူዖఘ҅ਹلې૪ᕪஉᳩᳵԧ҅ࣁྌ๗ᳵํ᭬

ᥠᬦՋԍᵙ॒ހҘ

ᙲݪғҁᦲ҂౯ᦊԅ౯ժྋᶎԁ፳ಅํय़ර᮷ࣁᕪܲጱፘݶ̶ᒫӞེᲁԏ҅ݸ౯ӧ

ӧڔഘࣁکᕚර҅ᘒ౯ಅํጱᤈၚۖ᮷ᤩ൚ᗝԧ̶ӧଛጱฎ҅౯ᥧᬯᐿᇫ٭Ֆտ೮ᖅ

Ӟྦྷᳵ̶๋ࢯᵙጱฎᕟᕢࣁᕚۖᦎᦞҔݚक़҅ࣁ౯ਠ౮य़ૡ֢ጱݶ҅ᬮᥝᕳ౯܈ጱ

଼؋ᕚኞၚ”ጱᏟஉᐃՈ҅ଚӬᬯՈᔄጱஞቘࣁ“ӻ์ጱپሿݎৼ୮ਹර҅ᬯԞฎӞӻ̶౯د

ဌํፅ̶॒౯ፘמරԻၞฎӞᶱᬱӧᚆᤩᦇᓒಅݐդጱ“ളᬩۖ”̶ਫᴬӤ҅Ո

ӨՈጱളฎ๋ํݎސጱ̶ಅզ౯ᶋଉ๗இํӞॠ౯ժݢզེٚᏳᶎ̵ᶎᶎරӨԟ̶

I think we are facing thesame challenges all university teachers have experienced. After our first

lock-downI had to switch to online-teaching and all my academic trips and engagementshave been

put on hold. I suspect this will unfortunately continue for some timeyet. The most difficult challenge

was organizing interactive discussion online;having to home-school my 10-year old son while also

doing my university workwas also a challenge. I find that “living on-line” really wears out after a

fewmonths. It is not good for human psychology. I believe teaching and scholarlyexchange is a

“contact-sport” that can never be replaced by a computer-screen.It is the presence of people that

inspires people. So I very much look forwardto the day we can meet, teach, and learn face-to-face

again.

෭௩॔ྋڔᥴጱᮎӞॠѺ๕Ӟقਠګഴکቖዖఘᚆड़ق๗இݶғ౯ժԞݥܲق

ଉ҅ԞᚆٚӾ҅Өᘏ๏ժᥠᶎѺེٚఽᨀളݥܲقݑጱӫᦢ҅ᐞ଼֛҅؋ኞၚష

ளѺ

۹Ղၹႚ܄ ӡࣀԡࢮ


